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I’m so excited that you are interested in hosting a Cacao + Conversation for
your community!  Here is a breakdown of everything that you need to know in
order to cultivate an unforgettable experience that will deeply touch everyone
present.
 
Cacao + Conversation is an event designed for women to build
communities of genuine friendship, trust, and support, through intimate, real,
and 100% authentic conversation over heart-opening ceremonial cacao.
 

hosting information

EVENT INFORMATION

Duration: ~2 hours; 30 minutes for mingling and set-up, and 1.5 hours for the
conversation. I arrive about 30 minutes prior to the start time in order to
prepare the cacao and help set up the space
No. of guests: 4-8 people. The sweet spot is 5-6, but anywhere between 4
and 8 participants would work.
Cost: $15 per person
What's included: Ceremonial grade cacao and all components for
preparation (coconut oil, stevia, dried flowers, etc.); discussion prompts and
facilitation on the topic of your choosing; wireless speaker and background
music; any additional elements required to create a beautiful and comfortable
environment for your guests. (For example: incense, essential oils, sage, floor
pillows, candles, crystals, etc.)
Hosting requirements: a space to comfortable accommodate guests, a
stovetop to prepare cacao, communication with guests, an open heart
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1) When all guests are seated I begin by providing general information about
ceremonial grade cacao: health benefits, history, what makes it different, how it
is made, why it is central to this gathering, etc. (~5 mins)
2) Then I lead guests in a brief cacao ceremony which is designed to make the
“woo-woo spiritual” aspects of it tangible and accessible to all involved. During
the ceremony guests set an intention for the evening while I set a group
intention. (~5 mins)
3) Optional heart-opening meditation. (~5 mins)
4) Ice-breaker exercise in pairs. (~15 mins)
5) Facilitated discussion using the prompts provided on the topic of your
choice. (~60 mins)
6) Close the conversation and seal with tools for moving through emotion, and
offer of support for anyone who is feeling vulnerable.

EVENT FLOW

To apply to host a Cacao + Conversation event at your home email Mandy at
mandy@mandysciacchitano.

CONVERSATION TOPICS

Conversation topics can be chosen by the host in collaboration with the guests.
Some topics that encouraged rich conversation in the past are:

Vulnerability in our female relationships

Perfectionism and other masks we wear

Exercising Personal Power

Setting and enforcing loving boundaries

Exploring feminine energy

Self-love and self-care in practice
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mandy@mandysciacchitano.com
Facebook: facebook.com/mandysciacchitano
Instagram: @mandy.shock

ABOUT MANDY

Mandy Sciacchitano is a certified life coach, breathwork facilitator, and
speaker who specializes in helping over-giving, service-driven women avoid
burnout and serve themselves and others better through establishing
boundaries, reclaiming personal power, and discovering where they begin.
 
Mandy’s coaching style is a unique blend of the soulful and the practical,
balancing deep self-inquiry with practical action steps to create greater
clarity and results. She uses tools like breathwork, meditation, journaling,
and cacao to create more connection with self, Source, nature, and
community, thereby eliminating perfectionism, people-pleasing, and not
feeling good enough and helping women come home to their true selves.
.


